[Guizhi Fuling capsule / pill treatment for chronic pelvic inflammatory disease：a systematic review of randomized clinical trials].
This systematic review aims to systematically evaluate the efficacy and safety of Guizhi Fuling Capsule/Pill on the treatment of chronic pelvic inflammatory disease. We searched CNKI datebases,WanFang,SinoMed,PubMed,Embase,The Cochrane Library from the inception to February 2017,to collect randomized controlled trials（RCTs）of Guizhi Fuling Capsule/Pill in treating chronic pelvic inflammation disease.Two reviewers independently screened literature,extracted date and assessed the risk of bias of included studies.Then,the risk assessment of included references was evaluated according to criteria recommended by Cochrane Handbook 5.3.A total of 30 RCTs involving 3 586 patients were finally included.30 studies reported the clinical efficacy,the result of meta-analysis showed that：compared with the western medicine group,Guizhi Fuling (capsule,pill) combined with western medicine could significantly improve the clinical efficacy [RR=1.20,95%CI（1.16,1.23）];3 studies reported recurrence rate,the result of meta-analysis showed that：compared with the western medicine,Guizhi Fuling (capsule,pill) combined with western medicine could decrease the recurrence rate [RR=0.33,95%CI（0.18,0.62）]; Their secondary indicators mainly included hs-CRP, plasma viscosity ratio and tumor necrosis factor and fibrin,the result of meta-analysis showed that： Guizhi Fuling (capsule,pill) combined with western medicine was better than western medicine in terms of anti-inflammatory and improving blood circulation.17 studies reported adverse reactions,most of the adverse events were the irritation of gastrointestinal tract. The result showed that： compared with the western medicine group, the incidence of adverse reactions in Guizhi Fuling (capsule,pill) combined with western medicine group is low.Guizhi Fuling（capsule,pill） did not increase the adverse reactions. The available evidence suggests that： Guizhi Fuling（capsule, pill） compared with the western medicine group, Guizhi Fuling (capsule,pill) combined with western medicine was more effective than the western medicine group in terms of clinical efficacy, recurrence rate, anti-inflammatory and plasma viscosity.Due to the limited quality and quantity of included studies,more high quality RCTs are needed to verify the above conciusion.